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6. The 
-Smallrabbit played a trick on the big lion. 

7. Sharmila is a strong girl but her brother is ueak 
8. The orange is sweet but its peel is pitte 
9. The coffee is cold but the soup is ot 

10. Sheila's desk is tidy but Supinder's desk is- unidy- 
.Some animals are said to have certain qualities. Circle the quality eacn animal is 

supposed to have. 
1. A fox is said to be (timid /(sly. 6. A bat is said to be (deaf (blind 
2. A bull is said to be (weak/ 6trong). 7 A peacock is said to be (proud / angry) 

3. A tortoise is said to be (quick /(slow) 8. An owl is said to be (foolish /wise) 
4. A bee is said to be (busy lazy). 9. A kitten is said to be (lazy/ playful). 

5. A mouse is said to be (blind (quiet) 10. A tiger is said to be(fierce / timid). 

K. Fill in the blanks with the position of the children in the que 
AMIT ASHA JASBIR KAMAL 

LUCY 

AJAY RAJA BELA MOHIT SHEILA 

1. Lucy is standing. sixth _in the queue. 

2. Asha is standingSecond in the queue. 

3. Kamal is standing lastAent in the queue. I am sixth in | 
the queue. 

4. Bela is standing in the queue. 

ounh in the queue. 5. Amit is standing 
6. Ajay is standing st in the queue. 
7. Raja is standingthind in the queue. 

8. Jasbir is standing. eiqhh in the queue. 

9 Mohit is standing Seventh in the queue. 

10. Sheila is standing ninth- in the queue. 
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Fill in the blankS With adjectives from the box. 
L 
1.The cow ate thegreen-grass. 

brown 

red 

2. 
Coal is black white 

3. I dived into the blue water. black 

4. I ate the. apple green 

5. Mala drank the white_ milk. 
blue 

6. A chocolate bar is usually boD 

Possessive adjectives are used to show ownership. 

They add something to the meaning of the noun. 

EXAMPLESs: This is my pen. Here is your cap. 

M. Fill in the blanks with a possessive adjective from the brackets.

1. The cat licked its-paws. (their / its) 

2. Do you see that grey house? It is m house. (hers / my) 

3. That man is a policeman. HS name is Girdhari Lal. (His / Her) 

4. You are late. food has become cold. (Your/Them) 

5. Karnataka is the name of an Indian state. ts capital is Bangalore. (Your/ Its) 

6. The lion is sleeping in his den. (them / his) 

7. This is Gopal. Hs brother's name is Bhuvan. (Her/ His) 

8. Those girls are my sisters. hei names are Minki and Rinki. (Them/ Their) 

9. This is an African elephant. 14s name is Boosha. (lts/ Their) 

10. I have read Oliver Twist' by Charles Dickens. I have also read two of his 

other books. (its /his) 

11. Rishabh can read. 
mother teaches him how to read. (His / Her) 

12. The Khans have a pet rabbit. That is heirtrabbit. (your / their) 

NOTE: Be carefull Don't confuse possessive adjectives with possessive pronouns.

ExAMPLE: This is my pen. (my is a possessive adjective) This is mine. (mine is a possessive pronoun) 
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